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Don't miss Evermore, the first book in Alyson Noël's #1 New York Times bestselling The Immortals
series. Enter an enchanting new world where true love never dies. . . After a horrible accident claimed the
lives of her family, sixteen-year-old Ever Bloom can see people's auras, hear their thoughts, and know
someone's entire life story by touching them. Going out of her way to avoid human contact and suppress
her abilities, she has been branded a freak at her new high school—but everything changes when she
meets Damen Auguste. Damen is gorgeous, exotic and wealthy. He's the only one who can silence the
noise and random energy in her head—wielding a magic so intense, it's as though he can peer straight
into her soul. As Ever is drawn deeper into his enticing world of secrets and mystery, she's left with more
questions than answers. And she has no idea just who he really is—or what he is. The only thing she
knows to be true is that she's falling deeply and helplessly in love with him.
'A fast-paced, riveting read, with writing that leaps off the page and one of the most compelling magic
systems I've encountered in years, this is a must for fantasy fans!' Natasha Ngan, Girls of Paper and Fire
A MAN MARKED BY MAGIC. A WOMAN MARKED BY HER PAST. On the other side of the Shadowpass,
rebellion is brewing and refugees have begun to trickle into the city at the edge of the world. Looming
high on the cliff is The Nest, a fortress full of mages who offer protection, but also embody everything the
rebellion is fighting against: a strict hierarchy based on magic abilities. When Isha arrives as a refugee,
she attempts to fit in amongst the other mages, but her Kher tattoo brands her as an outcast. She can't
remember her past or why she has the tattoo. All she knows is that she survived. She doesn't intend to
give up now. Tatters, who wears the golden collar of a slave, knows that this rebellion is different from
past skirmishes. He was once one of the rebels, and technically, they still own him. He plans to stay in the
shadows, until Isha appears in his tavern. He's never seen a human with a tattoo, and the markings look
eerily familiar . . . As the rebellion carves a path of destruction towards the city, an unlikely friendship
forms between a man trying to escape his past and a woman trying to uncover hers, until their secrets
threaten to tear them apart. The Collarbound hooks from the opening page and will appeal to fans of
magical, brink-of-war settings, like that of The Poppy War and The City of Brass. 'Zahabi deftly creates a
fully-realized and richly described world, providing a quiet yet striking exploration of the way inequality
and injustice often serve as the bedrock of systems of power' M. J. Kuhn, author of Among Thieves 'Oh,
my heart! What an imaginative plot! What fantastic writing! What awesome characters! And what an
incredible world!' NetGalley Reviewer 'Beautifully wrought dark fantasy' NetGalley Reviewer
With no memory of the car accident itself, 17-year-old Mia must come to terms with never really knowing
what happened one horrific winter's day that changed her life forever.
SINNER is the book that every Maggie Stiefvater and paranormal romance fan has been waiting for!
SINNER is a companion book to the #1 bestselling SHIVER, LINGER and FOREVER trilogy. You thought
it ended with FOREVER, but there's another story to tell - the one of Cole and Isabel... and this time
they're in LA. There will be wolves, and there will be yearning. But most importantly there will be love.
And no one does love like Maggie.
A Wicked and Beautiful Garden
The Replacement
Sinner
The Dream Thieves
Fracture
The majestic conclusion to Maggie Stiefvater’s Dreamer Trilogy. This is the story of the Lynch family. Niall and M r
escaped their homeland for a new start, and lost themselves in what they found. Declan has grown up as the responsible
son, the responsible brother--only to find there is no way for him to keep his family safe. Ronan has always lived on the
edge between dreams and waking... but now that edge is gone, and he is falling. Matthew has been the happy child, the
brightest beam. But rebellion beckons, because it all feels like an illusion now. This world was not made for such a
family--a family with the power to make a world and break it. If they cannot save each other or themselves, we are all
doomed.
The ebook of the stunning new novel from the bestselling author of SHIVER, LINGER AND FOREVER. Stay alive, stay
astride, stay out of the water... Every November, the Scorpio Races are run beneath the chalk cliffs of Skarmouth.
Thousands gather to watch the horses and the sea that washes the blood from the sand. The mounts are capaill uisce:
savage water horses. There are no horses more beautiful, more fearless, more deadly. To race them can be suicide but
the danger is irresistible. Sean Kendrick knows the dangers of the capaill uisce. With one foot in the ocean and one on
land, he is the only man on the island capable of taming the beasts. He races to prove something both to himself and to
the horses. Puck Connolly enters the races to save her family. But the horse she rides is an ordinary little mare, just as
Puck is an ordinary girl. When Sean sees Puck on the beach he doesn't think she belongs. He doesn't realize his fate will
become entwined in hers. They both enter the Races hoping to change their lives. But first they'll have to survive.
As Grace hides her deep love for Sam from her parents and Sam struggles to release his werewolf past and claim a
human future, a new wolf named Cole wins Isabel's heart, but his own past threatens to destroy the whole pack.
The #1 New York Times bestselling author Maggie Stiefvater (The Raven Cycle series) and artist Morgan Beem unearth
the primal power of memory and how it twists the bond between two brothers. Twins Alec and Walker Holland have a
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reputation around town. One is quiet and the other is the life of any party, but they are inseparable. For their last summer
before college, the two leave the city to live with their rural cousins, where they find that the swamp holds far darker
depths than they could have imagined. While Walker carves their names into the new social scene, Alec recedes into a
summer school laboratory, because he brought something from home on their trip—it’s an experiment that will soon
consume him. This season, both brothers must confront truths, ancient and familial, and as their lives diverge, tensions
increase and dormant memories claw to the surface. Swamp Thing: Twin Branches is a story of shadows, both literal and
imagined—and those that take form and haunt us.
A Novel
The Faerie Queen's Deception
Too Young to Die
Forever
Here is a thing everyone wants: A miracle. Here is a thing everyone fears: What it takes to get one. Any visitor to Bicho Raro, Colorado, is
likely to find a landscape of dark saints, forbidden love, scientific dreams, miracle-mad owls, estranged affections, one or two orphans, and
a sky full of watchful desert stars. At the heart of this place you will find the Soria family, who all have the ability to perform unusual
miracles. And at the heart of this family are three cousins longing to change its future: Beatriz, the girl without feelings, who wants only to
be free to examine her thoughts; Daniel, the Saint of Bicho Raro, who performs miracles for everyone but himself; and Joaquin, who spends
his nights running a renegade radio station under the name Diablo Diablo. They are all looking for a miracle. But the miracles of Bicho
Raro are never quite what you expect.
The addictive, hypnotic and bestselling The Wolves of Mercy Falls series – Shiver, Linger and Forever. For years, Grace has watched the
wolves in the woods. Especially the yellow-eyed beast whose chilling presence she can't seem to live without. Every winter she watches him, but
every summer, he disappears ... A gripping tale of an all-consuming romance between two star-crossed lovers. Also includes the follow-up
Sinner.
Twenty-eight year-old Cassie Strega can't escape fate.All she wants is to live a normal, quiet life delivering the babies in her small town. But
when she discovers she comes from a lineage of witches, her life becomes extraordinary-in the gravely dangerous type of way.Then, she's
reunited with her first love. Orion, the sultry Fae warrior who broke her heart years before, is searching for a baby. Not just any baby, but
the queen of the Fae who will one day lead them in their final battle against the demons determined to rule the world. The same baby who has
been calling to Cassie for help in her dreams.Fighting the intense attraction of their former blood bond, Cassie and Orion work together to
find the child. But when the heartbreak that nearly destroyed Cassie nine years before looms once more, she'll have to decide whether getting
involved in the supernatural war is worth losing everything, including her life.
A breathtaking story of complicated friendships, twisted love and the fine line between life and death. The perfect thrill for fans of Sophie
McKenzie and Cat Clarke
A House of Night Novel
Crescendo
Shiver
Evermore
Matched
Collects the entire tale of Grace and Sam, a young woman and her werewolf love, as they struggle to stay together amidst the perils of society and
the wild.
St Vladimir's Academy isn't just any boarding school - hidden away, it's a place where vampires are educated in the ways of magic and halfhuman teens train to protect them. Rose Hathaway is a Dhampir, a bodyguard for her best friend Lissa, a Moroi Vampire Princess. They've been
on the run, but now they're being dragged back to St Vladimir's where the girls must survive a world of forbidden romances, a ruthless social
scene and terrifying night time rituals. But most of all, staying alive.
Here is the debut short story collection from the author of the Pulitzer Prize finalist Swamplandia! and the New York Times bestselling Vampires
in the Lemon Grove. In these ten glittering stories, the award-winning, bestselling author Orange World and Other Stories takes us to the ghostly
and magical swamps of the Florida Everglades. Here wolf-like girls are reformed by nuns, a family makes their living wrestling alligators in a
theme park, and little girls sail away on crab shells. Filled with inventiveness and heart, St. Lucy's Home for Girls Raised by Wolves is the
dazzling debut of a blazingly original voice.
From bestselling authors Maggie Stiefvater and Jackson Pearce comes an exciting new series full of magical creatures, whimsical adventures, and
quirky illustrations. Here’s a list of things Pip Bartlett can talk to: Unicorns Miniature Silky Griffins Bitterflunks Basically, all magical creatures
Here’s a list of things she can’t talk to (at least, not very well): Parents Teachers Basically, all people Because of a Unicorn Incident at her school
(it was an accident!), Pip is spending the summer with her Aunt Emma at the Cloverton Clinic for Magical Creatures. At first, it’s all fun, games,
and chatting with Hobgrackles, but when Fuzzles appear and start bursting into flame at the worst possible places, Pip and her new friend Tomas
must take action. Because if the mystery of the Fuzzles isn’t solved soon, both magical and unmagical creatures are going to be in a lot of trouble.
Fallen
St. Lucy's Home for Girls Raised by Wolves
If I Stay
The Immortals
Linger

ShiverScholastic UK
Read FALLEN, the worldwide sensation that's both dangerously exciting and darkly romantic. #1
New York Times bestseller A USA Today bestseller One of NPR.com's 100 Best-Ever Teen Novels
More than 3 million series copies in print! There's something achingly familiar about Daniel
Grigori. Mysterious and aloof, he captures Luce Price's attention from the moment she sees him
on her first day at the Sword & Cross boarding school in sultry Savannah, Georgia. He's the one
bright spot in a place where cell phones are forbidden, the other students are all screw-ups,
and security cameras watch every move. Even though Daniel wants nothing to do with Luce--and
goes out of his way to make that very clear--she can't let it go. Drawn to him like a moth to a
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flame, she has to find out what Daniel is so desperate to keep secret . . . even if it kills
her. "Sexy and fascinating and scary . . . I loved loved loved it!"--New York Times bestselling
author P.C. Cast
James Morgan’s gift for music has attracted Nuala, a soul-snatching faerie who feeds on the
creative energies of exceptional humans until they die. While collaborating on a musical
composition, James and Nuala unexpectedly fall in love. When James realizes that Nuala is being
hunted, he plunges into a soul-scorching battle with the Faerie Queen.
As Grace hides the vast depth of her love for Sam from her parents and Sam struggles to release
his werewolf past and claim a human future, a new wolf named Cole wins Isabel's heart but his
own past threatens to destroy the whole pack.
Ten Poems
Witches of the Island
Lament
Opal (a Raven Cycle Story)
Shiver Trilogy Boxed Set

In SHIVER, Grace and Sam found each other. Now, in LINGER, they must fight to be together. For Grace, this means defying her parents
and keeping dangerous secrets. For Sam, it means grappling with his werewolf past ... and figuring out a way to survive the future. But just
when they manage to find happiness, Grace finds herself changing in ways she could never have expected...
An enchanting story from Maggie Stiefvater featuring Opal, Ronan, and Adam from her bestselling Raven Cycle, taking place after the events
of The Raven King.
This is the second book in a brand new series from bestselling author, Maggie Stiefvater. Fans of SHIVER (9781407115009), LINGER
(9781407121086) and FOREVER (9781407121116) will love this new quartet!
Grace is fascinated by the wolves in the woods behind her house; one yellow-eyed wolf in particular. Every winter, she watches him, but
every summer, he disappears. Sam leads two lives. In winter, he stays in the frozen woods, with the protection of the pack. In summer, he
has a few precious months to be human . . . until the cold makes him shift back again. When Grace and Sam finally meet, they realize they
can't bear to be apart. But as winter nears, Sam must fight to stay human - or risk losing himself, and Grace, for ever.
Ballad
Shiver / Linger / Forever
Marked
Painting Their Portraits in Winter
A Gathering of Faerie

In this artfully crafted collection of new short stories by award-winning author Myriam Gurba,
nothing is as it seems on the surface. A Mexican grandmother tells creepy yet fascinating ghost
stories to her granddaughters as a way to make them sit still ("How Some Abuelitas Keep Their
Chicana Granddaughters Still So That They Can Paint Their Portraits in Winter"). A Polish
grandfather spends the night in a Mexican graveyard after a Día de Muertos celebration to
discover if ghosts really do consume the food that has been left for them ("Even This Title Is a
Ghost"). Unforgettable characters inhabit these cross-border tales filled with introspection and
longing, as modern sensibilities weave and wind through traditional folktales creating a new
kind of magical realism that offers insights into where we come from and where we may be going.
A native Californian, Myriam Gurba earned a BA with honors from UC–Berkeley. Her writing has
been published by Manic D Press, Future Tense, City Lights, and Seal Press. Her first book,
Dahlia Season, won the Publishing Triangle's Edmund White Award for Debut Fiction and was
shortlisted for a Lambda Literary Award. She blogs often for the Rumpus and Radar Productions.
In Maggie Stiefvater's SHIVER, Grace and Sam found each other. In LINGER, they fought to be
together. Now, in FOREVER, the stakes are even higher than before. Wolves are being hunted.
Lives are being threatened. And love is harder and harder to hold on to as death comes closing
in.
The third installment in fan-favorite author Rachel Hawthorne’s Dark Guardian paranormal romance
trilogy, featuring Connor, from Dark Guardian #2. Connor has watched for years while the other
Dark Guardians have undergone their transformations into wolves. What he doesn’t understand is
why he’s not feeling any of the inner stirrings that they have. The only stirrings that he feels
are for Brittany—he’s certain that she’s his destined mate. Which makes it all the more
devastating when the first full moon after his eighteenth birthday passes and he doesn’t
transform. He’s just desperate enough to become a wolf that he’ll go to extremes he never
thought possible. . . and put all the Dark Guardians in incredible danger. But does he really
need to change to keep Brittany’s love?
Sophie Mercer thought she was a witch. That was the whole reason she was sent to Hex Hall, a
reform school for delinquent Prodigium (aka witches, shapeshifters, and fairies). But that was
before she discovered the family secret, and that her hot crush, Archer Cross, is an agent for
The Eye, a group bent on wiping Prodigium off the face of the earth.
The Wolves of Mercy Falls
Greywaren (The Dreamer Trilogy #3)
Wolves of Mercy Falls Trilogy
All the Crooked Saints
The Scorpio Races
Lose yourself in Maggie Stiefvater's NEW YORK TIMES bestselling Shiver series: SHIVER, LINGER,
and FOREVER. shiverSam's not just a normal boy -- he has a secret. During the summer he walks
and talks as a human, but when the cold comes, he runs with his pack as a wolf. Grace has spent
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years watching the wolves in the woods behind her house -- but never dreamed that she would fall
in love with one of them. Now that they've found each other, the clock ticks down on what could
be Grace and Sam's only summer together.lingerCan Grace and Sam last? Each will have to fight to
stay together -- whether it means a reckoning with his werewolf past for Sam, or for Grace,
facing a future that is less and less certain. Enter Cole, a new wolf who is wrestling with his
own demons, embracing the life of a wolf while denying the ties of being human. For Grace, Sam,
and Cole, life is harrowing and euphoric, enticing and alarming. As their world falls apart,
love is what lingers. But can it be enough?
Enter the dark, magical world of the House of Night series by bestselling authors P.C. Cast and
Kristin Cast, a world very much like our own, except here vampyres have always existed. One
minute, sixteen-year-old Zoey Redbird is a normal teenager dealing with everyday high school
stress: her cute boyfriend Heath, the school's star quarterback who suddenly seems more
interested in partying than playing ball; her nosy frenemy Kayla, who's way too concerned with
how things are going with Heath; her uber-tough geometry test tomorrow. The next, she's Marked
as a fledgling vampyre, forcing her to leave her ordinary life behind and join the House of
Night, a boarding school where she will train to become an adult vampyre. That is, if she makes
it through the Change—and not all of those who are Marked do. It sucks to begin a new life,
especially away from her friends, and on top of that, Zoey is no average fledgling. She has been
chosen as special by the vampyre Goddess, Nyx. Zoey discovers she has amazing powers, but along
with her powers come bloodlust and an unfortunate ability to Imprint with Heath, who just
doesn't know how to take "no" for an answer. To add to her stress, she is not the only fledgling
at the House of Night with special powers: when she discovers that the leader of the Dark
Daughters, the school's most elite group, is misusing her Goddess-given gifts, Zoey must look
deep within herself for the courage to embrace her destiny—with a little help from her new
vampyre friends.
Cassia has always trusted the Society to make the right choices for her: what to read, what to
watch, what to believe. So when Xander's face appears on-screen at her Matching ceremony, Cassia
knows with complete certainty that he is her ideal mate . . . until she sees Ky Markham's face
flash for an instant before the screen fades to black. The Society tells her it's a glitch, a
rare malfunction, and that she should focus on the happy life she's destined to lead with
Xander. But Cassia can't stop thinking about Ky, and as they slowly fall in love, Cassia begins
to doubt the Society's infallibility and is faced with an impossible choice: between Xander and
Ky, between the only life she's known and a path that no one else has dared to follow. Look for
CROSSED, the sequel to MATCHED, in Fall 2011! Watch a Video
There were no surprises in Gatlin County. We were pretty much the epicenter of the middle of
nowhere. At least, that's what I thought. Turns out, I couldn't have been more wrong. There was
a curse. There was a girl. And in the end, there was a grave. Lena Duchannes is unlike anyone
the small Southern town of Gatlin has ever seen, and she's struggling to conceal her power and a
curse that has haunted her family for generations. But even within the overgrown gardens, murky
swamps and crumbling graveyards of the forgotten South, a secret cannot stay hidden forever.
Ethan Wate, who has been counting the months until he can escape from Gatlin, is haunted by
dreams of a beautiful girl he has never met. When Lena moves into the town's oldest and most
infamous plantation, Ethan is inexplicably drawn to her and determined to uncover the connection
between them. In a town with no surprises, one secret could change everything.
I Am Too Alone in the World
Vampire Academy
Pip Bartlett's Guide to Magical Creatures (Pip Bartlett #1)
Dark Guardian #3: Dark of the Moon
Linger (Shiver, Book 2)
Sixteen-year-old Deirdre Monaghan is a music prodigy, who’s about to find out she can see faeries. Two mysterious (and cute) guys enter
her life. Trouble is, Luke is a soulless faerie assassin and Aodhan is a dark faerie soldier. Their orders from the Faerie Queen? Kill Deirdre.
In SHIVER, Grace and Sam found each other. In LINGER, they fought to be together. Now, in FOREVER, the stakes are even higher than
before. Wolves are being hunted. Lives are being threatened. And love is harder and harder to hold on to as death comes closing in.
Though he lives in the small town of Gentry, Mackie comes from a world of tunnels and black, murky water, a world of living dead girls ruled
by a little tattoed princess. He is a replacement - left in the crib of a human baby sixteen years ago when it was stolen away by the fey. Now,
because of fatal allergies to iron, blood and consecrated ground, Mackie is slowly dying in the human world. Mackie would give anything just
to be normal, to live quietly amongst humans, practice his bass guitar and spend time with his crush, Tate. But when Tate's baby sister goes
missing, Mackie is drawn irrevocably into the underworld of Gentry, known as Mayhem, where he must face down the dark creatures and find
his rightful place - in our world, or theirs.
Sam's not just a normal boy-he has a secret. During the summer he walks and talks as a human, but when the cold comes, he runs with his
pack as a wolf. Grace has spent years watching the wolves in the woods behind her house-but never dreamed that she would fall in love with
one of them. Now that they've found each other, the clock ticks down on what could be Grace and Sam's only summer together
Demonglass: A Hex Hall Novel
Beautiful Creatures
Forever (Shiver, Book 3)
Shiver Trilogy (Shiver, Linger, Forever)
Bravely

In Maggie Stiefvater's Shiver, Grace and Sam found each other. Now, in Linger, they must
fight to be together. For Grace, this means defying her parents and keeping a very dangerous
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secret about her own well-being. For Sam, this means grappling with his werewolf past . . .
and figuring out a way to survive into the future. Add into the mix a new wolf named Cole,
whose own past has the potential to destroy the whole pack. And Isabelle, who already lost
her brother to the wolves . . . and is nonetheless drawn to Cole.
Melissa Austin has always worked hard to make things go her way, and now she's determined
to have the best junior year ever. Everything appears to look promising as usual...until she
receives the devastating news that she has cancer. Despite denying the doctor's diagnosis at
first, Melissa quickly realizes that her illness is growing worse and so she agrees to start
treatment. At the hospital, she finds unexpected friendship and love through Ric, another
cancer patient who turns out to be the only other person who can truly understand what she's
going through. Together, Melissa and Ric learn how to find the inner strength to face the
mysteries of living and dying every day. This is an inspirational story by the bestselling
author Lurlene McDaniel that is perfect for fans of The Fault in Our Stars.
The second book in the breathtaking New York Times bestselling Hush, Hush saga, soon to be
a major motion picture! Nora should have known her life wouldn’t stay perfect for long.
Despite starting a relationship with her bad boy guardian angel, Patch, and surviving an
attempt on her life, things are not looking up. Patch is starting to pull away and Nora can’t
figure out if it’s for her best interest or if his interest has shifted to her arch-enemy Marcie
Millar. Not to mention that Nora is haunted by images of her father and starting to become
obsessed with finding out what really happened to him that night he left for Portland and
never came home. The farther Nora delves into the mystery of her father’s death, the more
she comes to question if her Nephilim blood line has something to do with it as well as why
she seems to be in danger more than the average girl when she has a guardian angel. Since
Patch isn’t answering her questions, she has to start finding the answers on her own. But
when she finds them, will she be able to count on Patch or are the things he’s hiding from her
darker than she can imagine?
What if you had one year to save everything you loved? ONE PRINCESS. Merida of DunBroch
needs a change. She loves her family—jovial King Fergus, proper Queen Elinor, the
mischievous triplets— and her peaceful kingdom. But she's frustrated by its sluggishness;
each day, the same. Merida longs for adventure, purpose, challenge - maybe even, someday,
love. TWO GODS. But the fiery Princess never expects her disquiet to manifest by way of
Feradach, an uncanny supernatural being tasked with rooting out rot and stagnation, who
appears in DunBroch on Christmas Eve with the intent to demolish the realm - and everyone
within. Only the intervention of the Cailleach, an ancient entity of creation, gives Merida a
shred of hope: convince her family to change within the year - or suffer the eternal
consequences. THREE VOYAGES. Under the watchful eyes of the gods, Merida leads a series of
epic journeys to kingdoms near and far in an attempt to inspire revolution within her family.
But in her efforts to save those she loves from ruin, has Merida lost sight of the Clan member
grown most stagnant of all - herself? FOUR SEASONS TO SAVE DUNBROCH - OR SEE IT
DESTROYED, FOREVER.
Stories
The Collarbound
Shiver, Linger, Forever
Swamp Thing: Twin Branches
Wolves of Mercy Falls, Book 2
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